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Abstract 

 Comprehensive early intervention programs based on the principles of applied behavior 

analysis can promote social-communication development in children with Autism Spectrum 

Disorder (ASD). However, it is not clear to what extent these positive results represent progress 

towards helping children achieve the ultimate goal of spontaneous, flexible, directed, and effective 

spoken language for a range of purposes across all life contexts. The aim of this systematic review 

was to document the intervention targets and assessment tools used to measure spoken language 

outcomes for children with ASD receiving comprehensive intervention programs. A total of 23 

studies met the inclusion criteria. Although social-communication functioning was the most 

frequently targeted aspect of development, assessment of these skills relied predominantly on the 

use of standardised assessments. No studies included sampling and analysis of the children’s 

spoken language in daily activities. The lack of comprehensive measures with high ecological 

validity limits our ability to draw conclusions regarding spoken language outcomes from the 

studies to date.  

Introduction 

 The ultimate communication goal for all children in the preschool years is the 

development and use of spontaneous, flexible, directed, and effective spoken language (or 

multimodal communication for some children with physical disability) for a range of purposes 

across all life contexts. This requires the coordinated acquisition of a sophisticated range of 

receptive and expressive language skills across the domains of morphology (word structure), 

syntax (sentence structure), semantics (meaning), phonology (organisation of sounds), and 

pragmatics (interaction) [1]. For children with Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) who, by 

definition, have pervasive impairments in social-communication skills and behaviour, the path to 

spoken language development is compromised [2]. Accordingly, a range of evidence-based 



interventions have been developed with some promising outcomes for communication reported 

[3]. In this article, we review the skills targeted and assessment tools used to measure intervention 

outcomes for children with ASD, and consider the suitability of these tools for measuring changes 

in spoken language.  

Comprehensive versus Focused Interventions 

 Odom, Collet-Klingenberg [4] used the terms ‘comprehensive treatment models’ (CTMs) 

and ‘focused intervention practices’ (FIPs) to categorise the range of interventions developed for 

children with ASD. Comprehensive treatment models comprise a set of practices designed to 

address the core deficits of ASD across multiple developmental domains, often delivered through 

a manualised program [e.g., Early Start Denver Model; 5]. Focused intervention practices include 

a set of targeted strategies designed to change a specific behaviour or to achieve a specific 

developmental outcome [e.g., The Picture Exchange Communication System (PECS) targeting 

requesting, commenting, and response to questions;  6]. Based on a systematic review of research 

evidence, Maglione, Gans, Das et al., [7] concluded that children with ASD should have access to 

intensive comprehensive interventions, which may also be supplemented with focused 

interventions to meet their individual needs. Here, we focus on comprehensive early intensive 

interventions based on the principles of applied behavior analysis.  

Evidence for Comprehensive Interventions 

 There is growing evidence that comprehensive interventions can facilitate receptive and 

expressive language development in children with ASD. Reichow, Barton, Boyd, and Hume [8], 

for example, completed a Cochrane review of five studies in which Early Intensive Behavioral 

Interventions (EIBIs) were compared to treatment as usual in the community for 203 children with 

ASD under 6 years of age. Based on the principles of applied behavior analysis, EIBIs target 

multiple developmental domains and are delivered to young children at an intensity of between 



20-40 hours per week. Compared to ‘treatment as usual,’ Reichow et al., reported that EIBIs 

resulted in superior gains in adaptive behavior, social skills, intelligence, communication and 

language, ASD symptoms, and quality of life compared to treatment as usual in the community. 

However, they noted that only a small number of studies were of sufficient scientific quality to 

warrant inclusion, and called for further research. Other researchers [e.g., 9] have observed that 

even within well-controlled studies yielding positive group results, considerable individual 

variability in outcomes is common. This lack of high quality research studies and variability in 

child outcomes presents a major challenges for parents, educators, and researchers when 

attempting to infer the likely benefits of an intervention for a particular child, including the 

possible impact on his or her receptive and expressive language development [10].  

The challenge of assessing outcomes 

 The challenge of interpreting findings is compounded by the selection of skills to be 

targeted (i.e., dependent variables) and the manner in which outcomes are measured and reported 

in intervention studies. Parents, educators, researchers, and policy makers require data collected 

from outcome measures that are sensitive, objective, and ecologically and socially valid in order 

to judge the effectiveness of a particular intervention [11]. However, there is evidence to suggest 

that such measures are not always used. Matson and Rieske [12], for example, documented 

outcome measures used in EIBI research published from 1987 to 2013. Of the 25 studies 

presented, 22 utilised standardised assessments to evaluate changes in intellectual functioning and 

adaptive behavior. Five studies included standardised assessment of speech and language 

development. Although standardised assessments are an essential tool for evaluating outcomes 

[13], there are several challenges associated with their use with children with ASD. Matson [14] 

noted that the commonly used Vineland Adaptive Behavior Scales [15] was not designed for use 

with very young children with ASD presenting with complex learning and language difficulties, 

resulting in an artificial ceiling effect leading to low capacity to discriminate differences in skill 



level. Furthermore, it is likely that when assessing young children with ASD, changes in IQ or 

adaptive behavior over time may often reflect changes in compliance and test-taking ability [14].  

There is also concern that many commonly used standardised assessment tools may not 

adequately capture children’s level of functioning in everyday activities. Neisworth and Bagnato 

[16], for example, argued that standardised assessments conducted in highly controlled clinical 

settings with strict administration guidelines are unlikely to provide an accurate representation of 

each child’s strengths and  difficulties across a range of settings. McConachie et al., [11], 

following their systematic review of assessment tools used in ASD research, concluded that (a) 

only a small number of tools had been shown to be valid measures for children with ASD and (b) 

that the information provided by commonly used assessment tools aligned poorly with the 

information parents reported to be valuable in judging outcomes. With regards to spoken 

language, the parent-report McArthur Bates Communicative Development Inventories (MB-CDI) 

[17] was the only assessment tool that featured in the list of 12 tools presented in the ‘summary of 

quality tools’ indicating that it met criteria for three or more quality indicators used in the review 

(i.e., used in high quality study, blinding of assessors, can be used for children in the 0-6 years 

range, and had been used by more than one research group). While the MB-CDI has excellent face 

validity, provides a detailed measure of vocabulary, is relatively quick to administer, and has been 

shown to be a sensitive measure of changes in child language [e.g., 18, 19], it does not provide an 

objective and comprehensive measure of children’s spoken language outcomes. McConachie et al. 

[11] also noted that although parent-report measures have excellent external validity, they are at 

greater risk of bias than clinician-delivered direct assessments. These findings illustrate the 

challenge of selecting appropriate assessment tools in ASD research, and the need for parents, 

educators, and researchers to not only critically appraise the findings of research, but also the 

assessment tools from which the outcome data have been derived. 

Measuring Spoken Language Outcomes 



Given that supporting children to develop spoken language is a key goal of intervention, 

and considering the concerns regarding commonly used assessment tools, it seems prudent to 

examine the assessment tools commonly used in interventions studies. But what might be a valid 

measure of spoken language? Key practice guidelines [e.g., 20, 21, 22] for the assessment of 

communication skills in individuals at risk for, or diagnosed with ASD, include a thorough 

examination of (a) communicative forms (e.g., gestures, vocalisations, eye gaze, physical actions, 

use of augmentative communication, idiosyncratic behaviours including behaviours of concern); 

(b) communicative functions (e.g., sharing information, requesting, protesting); (c)  frequency, 

effectiveness, and social quality of verbal and non-verbal communication strategies; (d) the extent 

to which communication strategies are coordinated; (e) and the use of atypical communication 

strategies. While standardised assessments form an essential part of the recommended battery for 

assessing this broad range of skills, they do not necessarily provide a comprehensive picture of 

each child’s skills and needs in everyday settings.     

Kasari et al [23], following a review of assessment tools for minimally verbal children 

with ASD, noted that “…most of the measures have serious limitations for use with minimally 

verbal children, which have severely impeded progress in both research and clinical practice” (p. 

12). They recommended a comprehensive approach to measuring children’s communication skills 

and outcomes, including the collection and analysis of language samples in the children’s 

everyday environments. Kasari et al. noted that language samples are highly valid for use with 

children with ASD, and provide useful measures of expressive language in both verbal and 

minimally verbal children. Indeed, as Heilmann, Miller, and Nockerts [24] claimed that “language 

sampling and analysis has unparalleled validity for measuring language use” and has long been 

considered the gold standard approach for evaluating spoken language skills in children [25-27]. 

Given the pressing need to support, measure, and report the development of spoken language in 

children with ASD receiving comprehensive intervention programs, the aim of this review was to 



document (a) the skills targeted and (b) assessment tools used to measure spoken language 

outcomes for children with ASD receiving comprehensive intervention programs in controlled 

studies. 

Method 

We conducted a systematic review of the literature according to the methods outlined by 

Pickering and Byrne [28]. 

Inclusion Criteria 

The inclusion criteria were: (a) articles published between 1987 (year in which Lovaas 

published original article on comprehensive applied behavior analysis intervention for children 

with ASD [29]) to July 2015 in peer-reviewed journals, (b) the study included comprehensive 

intervention (i.e. addressing core difficulties in autism including language, social, cognition and 

play; [30]) based on the principals of applied behaviour analysis (e.g. EIBI, discrete trial training), 

(c) the study contained a control group, (d) participants had a diagnosis of ASD (i.e. autism, 

autistic disorder, PDD-NOS) and (d) the majority of participants commenced intervention prior to 

formal schooling.     

Search Procedures 

We completed searches of Medline, Psycinfo, and ERIC using the search terms “autis*” 

AND “child*” AND [“intensive behav* intervention” OR “intensive” OR “discrete trial training” 

and “applied behave* analysis”]. A total of 1077 articles were returned from initial searches. 

Article titles and abstracts from databases were reviewed and 82 articles were short-listed for 

further analysis to determine eligibility against inclusion criteria. Inter-rater reliability was 

calculated by comparing the papers for the Medline database independently selected by the first 

and second authors for short-listing, yielding agreement of 100%. From the 82 short-listed 



articles, 32 were found to be reviews, meta-analyses, or more general discussions of behavioural 

intervention practices; 27 articles were deemed not to meet inclusion criteria; and 23 articles were 

progressed for data extraction. Reasons for exclusion included: (a) the study did not contain a 

control group, (b) the intervention was not based on principles of applied behaviour analysis, (c) 

the study was continuing longitudinal and therefore participants were beyond the desired age 

range or the outcome measures had already been included from another study, and (d) the study 

did not include child-outcome variables. We also completed a hand search of the reference lists of 

review articles identified during the search and those of included studies, yielding 5 additional 

articles that met the inclusion criteria.  

Data Extraction 

The following information was extracted for each study: (a) number of participants and 

participants’ ages and diagnoses; (b) treatment type, frequency, duration and personnel 

responsible for implementation; (c) comparison intervention/s; (d) dependent variables targeted; 

and (e) assessment tools used to measure dependent variables.  

Results 

 As presented in Table 1, 504 children with ASD were included in treatment groups across 

the 23 studies. Substantial variability in methods used to confirm diagnosis is evident, ranging 

from inclusion based on community-based diagnosis of ASD to community diagnosis plus 

confirmation as part of the study using ASD-specific diagnostic tools. Although the breakdown of 

sub-groups (where possible under DSM-IV [31]) was provided for a small number of studies (e.g., 

Dawson et al. [5]), in most cases readers are reliant on assessment results at Time 1 to infer the 

children’s abilities. The children received a range of comprehensive interventions delivered by 

trained clinicians, volunteers, and/or parents based on clinician engagement of between 1-40 

hours per week, over a period of between 12 weeks to approximately 3 years. The two most 



common comparison interventions were treatment as usual (7 studies) and eclectic interventions 

(7 studies), followed by programs delivered in special education settings (5 studies).  

<insert table 1 about here> 

 

 

Dependent Variables Assessed 

 The dependent variables (DVs) targeted in each study are listed in Table 1, using the terms 

reported in each study. To summarise the variables, we categorised them according to the skills 

targeted, resulting in the seven categories presented in Figure 1. Social-communication skills, 

intellectual functioning, and daily living skills were the three most frequently targeted aspects of 

development. The social-communication category included broad measures of ‘communication’ 

(42 DVs), ‘expressive’ and or ‘receptive’ language (20 DVs), following instructions (6 DVs), 

object labelling (6 DVs), vocabulary (8 DVs) requesting (2 DVs), response to name (2 DVs), and 

‘words’ (2 DVs). 

< insert figure 1 about here> 

Assessment tools utilised 

As illustrated in Figure 2 the five most frequently used assessment tools included measures 

of intellectual functioning and receptive and expressive language, as well as a set of customised 

assessment tools designed to measure a range of adaptive and maladaptive behaviours. Note that 

only assessment tools that were used to assess dependent variables in each study are presented in 

Table 1 and Figure 2, not tools used for the sole purpose of participant characterisation. Although 

assessments of intellectual functioning (e.g., Mullen Scales of Early Learning [32]) and adaptive 



behaviour (e.g., Vineland Adaptive Behavior Scales [15]) include expressive and receptive 

language domains, few dedicated language assessments were included. Of the assessment tools 

designed specifically to measure language, the Reynell Developmental Language Scales [norm-

referenced clinician-administered receptive and expressive language scales; 33] was the most 

commonly used (9 studies), followed by the MacArthur Bates – Communicative Development 

Inventory (norm-referenced parent-report tool assessing expressive and receptive vocabulary; 2 

studies), Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test (norm-referenced receptive vocabulary assessment; 2 

studies), the Clinical Evaluation of Language Fundamentals (norm-referenced clinician-

administered broad spectrum receptive and expressive language assessment ; 1 study), and the 

Receptive-Expressive Emergent Language Scale (norm-referenced parent-interview receptive and 

expressive language sub-tests; 1 study). Four customised assessment tools (e.g., Early Learning 

Measure) included specific measures of language ability (e.g., number of recognisable words, 

verbal imitation, expressive object labelling). However, none of the studies in this review included 

the collection and analysis of language samples in natural environments.  

<insert figure 2 about here> 

Discussion 

Our aim was to document the intervention targets and assessment tools used to measure 

spoken language outcomes for children with ASD receiving comprehensive intervention 

programs. Our systematic review, spanning the 28 years since Lovaas’ original study of applied 

behavior analysis [29] for children with ASD, yielded 23 studies that met our inclusion criteria. 

The results indicate that although supporting social-communication development is consistently a 

primary target of intervention, the dependent variables selected and the assessment tools used to 

measure progress focus on broad measures of communication development, predominantly 

through the use of standardised assessments in clinical settings and parent report. No studies used 

language sampling and analysis, despite its validity for measuring language use in everyday 



settings [24], thus limiting our capacity to draw comprehensive conclusions regarding the extent 

to which participants achieved the ultimate communication goal of spontaneous, flexible, directed, 

and effective spoken language for a range of purposes across all life contexts. 

Communication as a dependent variable 

In most studies, children’s development of spoken language was assessed under a broad 

dependent variable such as ‘communication’ or ‘expressive language.’ This approach is 

understandable, given the statistical imperative to preserve power by minimising the number of 

dependent variables in trials featuring relatively small numbers of participants, as is common in 

ASD research. This issue is particularly pertinent in evaluations of comprehensive intervention 

programs targeting multiple developmental domains, with each requiring measurement. 

Nevertheless, there is a risk that in selecting a broad dependent variable, important information 

regarding children’s functional skills across the domains of morphology, semantics, syntax, 

phonology, and pragmatics will be lost or masked. The alternative is to add to these broader 

dependent variables with more specific and descriptive language targets. Lovaas [29], for 

example, included a video-recorded play-based observation measure of “recognizable words as 

part of the pre-treatment assessment battery, defined to include any recognizable word, 

independent of whether the subject used it in a meaningful context or for communicative 

purposes” (pp.50). Although the operationalisation of the dependent variable is at odds with the 

definition for spoken language used in this review (spontaneous, flexible, directed, etc), its 

inclusion demonstrates the potential value of including descriptive, easily interpreted, variables in 

intervention research. Notably, a brief scan of Table 1 reveals that earlier studies more often 

included dependent variables related to specific communicative behaviours (e.g., vocal imitation, 

expressive object labelling, use of words) than later studies. Given the increasing awareness of the 

need to study individual differences in intervention outcomes, and the calls for the development of 



more sensitive and socially valid outcome measures [11], it may be timely to consider what can be 

learned from these earlier endeavours to document intervention outcomes.     

Assessing communication outcomes 

The majority of studies used standardised assessments to measure intervention outcomes. 

These assessment tools have clear benefits including standardised administration procedures, the 

capacity to compare children’s functioning with peers of similar age, and the opportunity to 

compare the findings across different intervention studies [13]. The Reynell Developmental 

Language Scales [33], for example, was the third most commonly used assessment tool across the 

studies reviewed. It is a norm-referenced assessment, appropriate for young children (2 to 7 years, 

6 months), which includes a mix of play-based activities using a range of stimulus activities 

designed to assess both receptive and expressive language skills, including understanding and 

production of selected vocabulary and grammatical features. Kjellmer et al., [34] suggested that 

the use of concrete objects and pictures may be appealing to children with neurodevelopmental 

disorders. However, there are documented limitations with the use of standardised assessments, 

including the contexts in which behaviours are assessed and the potential confound of test-taking 

ability on test performance, which may limit their capacity to capture each child’s functional 

capacity across a range of contexts.  

Several authors have advocated for greater use of language sampling and analysis in ASD 

research, but this approach did not feature in any of the studies reviewed. Considering our 

ultimate goal for children with ASD to become successful communicators in everyday contexts, 

the importance of spontaneous language sampling and analysis cannot be ignored (see also [35]). 

Condouris, Meyer, and Tager-Flusberg [13] raised concerns that language sampling and analysis 

is generally time consuming and presented evidence that standardised language assessments may 

correlate well with measures derived from language samples. However, the finding was based on 



a study involving children who were all able to complete the selected standardised assessments 

within their age level, rather than the broader spectrum of children with ASD, including those 

with intellectual disability or those who show limited verbal skills. Results from a study of 

minimally verbal children with ASD [36] showed that these children produced more spontaneous 

communication than elicited communication, indicating that standardised tests may at times 

underestimate the children’s expressive language abilities. Furthermore, results from standardised 

tests will fail to yield the descriptive detail needed for careful, individualised intervention 

planning or progress monitoring [37]. Technology has the potential to assist with both the 

collection (e.g., Language Environment Analysis; LENA) and analysis (e.g., Systematic Analysis 

of Language Transcripts; SALT, [38]) of language samples and thus help to reduce the time 

demands. Therefore, language sampling need not be considered an alternative to standardised 

assessments, but rather a crucial complementary method designed to provide a comprehensive 

picture of children’s intervention outcomes. Language sampling and analysis can help to confirm 

the results of standardised assessments, provide rich descriptive information for intervention 

planning, and contribute to detailed monitoring of children’s response to intervention [27, 58]. 

Furthermore, evaluating children’s language in everyday interactions with parents, teachers, and 

peers would also help to address McConachie et al’s., [11] call for the use of ecologically valid 

outcome measures in ASD research.  

Conclusion 

 Given that promoting spoken language development in children with ASD is a primary 

goal of comprehensive interventions, it is imperative that the way it is targeted (i.e., in terms of 

dependent variables) and measured (i.e., in terms of assessment tools) is the subject of careful 

consideration when critically appraising the results of studies to date, and designing future studies. 

The results of this review indicate that there is an opportunity to move the field forward by 

supplementing the use of standardised assessments with language sampling and analysis in 



children’s everyday environments. Such an approach would afford parents, educators, and 

researchers more accurate and detailed insights into the real-world impacts of comprehensive 

interventions for children with ASD.  
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Table 1. Summary of Dependent Variables and Outcome Measures used in evaluation of comprehensive interventions 

Study Design ASD Treatment 
Groupᶱᶲ 

Treatment Comparison 
Treatment 

Dependent Variable/s Outcome Measure 

Lovaas, 

1987 [29] 

Non-

RCT 

n = 19 

Age: mean 34.6 

months 
Diagnosis: 

Autism (DSM-

III) 

Applied Behaviour Analysis 

delivered 1:1 by trained 

therapists. Approximately 40 
hours per week for 2 or more 

years.  

Low intensity 

Applied 

Behaviour 
Analysis 

Intellectual Functioning Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children-Revised  

Stanford-Binet Intelligence Scale 

Merrill-Palmer Pre-School Performance Test 
Wechsler Pre-School Scale 

Vineland Social Maturity Scale  

Gesell Infant Development Scale 
Bayley Scales of Infant Development 

Cattell Infant Intelligence Scale 

Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test 
Educational placement Parent report of educational placement 

Birnbrauer 

& Leach, 
1993 [39] 

Non-

RCT 

n = 9 

Age: 39 months 
(range 32-47)  

Diagnosis: 

Autistic 
disorder or 

PDD-NOS 

(DSM-III-R) 

Murdoch Early Intervention 

Program, delivered 1:1 by 
parents and volunteers. Mean 

18.72 hours per week for 24 

months.  

Treatment as 

usual 

Communication, daily living, social, and motor skills 

composite score 

Vineland Adaptive Behavior Scales 

 
Intellectual functioning Bayley Scales of Infant Development 

Stanford Binet Intelligence Scale 

Leiter International Performance Scale 
Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test 

Wechsler Preschool and Primary Scale of Intelligence  

Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children 
Receptive and expressive language Reynell Developmental Language Scale 

Receptive-Expressive Emergent Language Scale 

Emotional, behavioral, social, and cognitive 
adjustment 

Personality Inventory for Children 

Play, self-stimulatory behaviour, withdrawal, 

compliance, and imitation under controlled conditions 

Customised video assessment involving structured play 

interaction with clinician. 
ASD symptoms Customised rating scale based on DSM-III-R criteria 

Smith, 

Groen, & 
Wynn, 

2000 [40] 

RCT n = 15 

Age: 36.07(6.0) 
Diagnosis: 

Autism/PDD-

NOS 

UCLA early intensive 

intervention, delivered 1:1 by 
clinicians. Mean 24.52 hours 

per week in the first the 12 

months, with a reduction in 
hours thereafter.  

Parent 

administered 
UCLA early 

intensive 

intervention 

Intellectual functioning  Bayley Scales of Infant Development 

Stanford Binet Intelligence Scale 
Merrill-Palmer Scale of Mental Tests 

Receptive and expressive language  Reynell Developmental Language Scales 

Communication, daily living, social, and motor skills 
domain and composite scores 

Vineland Adaptive Behavior Scales 
 

Verbal imitation, nonverbal imitation, following 

verbal instructions, and expressive object labelling 

Early Learning Measure 

Eikeseth, 
Smith, 

Jahr, & 

Eldevik, 
2002 [41] 

Non-
RCT 

n = 13 
Age: 

66.31(11.31)  

Diagnosis: 
Childhood 

autism (ICD-
10) 

Behavioral intervention 
delivered 1:1 by teachers, 

aides, and parents. Mean 

28.52 hours per week for 12 
months.  

Eclectic 
intervention 

Intellectual functioning Wechsler Preschool and Primary Scale of Intelligence  

Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children -Revised 

Bayley Scales of Infant Development 

Merrill-Palmer Pre-School Performance Test 
Receptive and expressive language Reynell Developmental Language Scale 

Communication, daily living, social, and motor skills 
composite score 

Vineland Adaptive Behavior Scales 

Sallows & 

Graupner, 
2005 [42] 

 

RCT n = 13 

Age: 
33.23(3.89)  

Diagnosis: ASD 

(DSM-IV) 

EIBI delivered 1:1 by 

clinicians in clinical setting. 
Mean 38.6 hours per week 

for 2 years. 

EIBI delivered 

by trained 
parents. 

Intellectual functioning Bayley Scales of Infant Development 

Wechsler Preschool and Primary Scale of Intelligence 

Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children (3rd Ed.)  

Bayley Scales of Infant Development (2nd Ed.)  

Receptive and expressive language  Reynell Developmental Language Scales  



Clinical Evaluation of Language Fundamentals (3rd Ed.) 

Communication, daily living, and social skills domain 
and composite scores 

Vineland Adaptive Behavior Scales 

 

Autism symptoms Autism Diagnostic Interview - Revised 

Verbal imitation, nonverbal imitation, following 
verbal instructions, and expressive object labelling 

Early Learning Measure 

Howard, 

Sparkman, 
Cohen, 

Green, & 

Stanislaw, 
2005 [43] 

Non-

RCT 

n = 29 

Age: 
30.86(5.16) 

Diagnosis: ASD 

(DSM-IV) 

Intensive behaviour analytic 

treatment, delivered 
1:1delivered by clinicians. 

25-40 per week for 

approximately 12 months. 

Public school 

classrooms for 
children with 

ASD. 

Special 
education 

classrooms for 

children with a 
range of 

disabilities. 

Intellectual functioning Bayley Scales of Infant Development  

Wechsler Preschool and Primary Scale of Intelligence  

Differential Abilities Scale  

Stanford Binet Intelligence Scale (4th Ed.) 

Merrill-Palmer Scale of Mental Tests 

Receptive and expressive language  Reynell Developmental Language Scales 
Communication, daily living, social, and motor skills 

domain and composite scores 

Vineland Adaptive Behavior Scales 

 

Cohen, 
Amerine-

Dickens, & 

Smith, 
2006 [44] 

Non-
RCT 

n = 21 
Age: 30.2(5.8) 

Diagnosis: 

Autistic 
disorder or 

PDD-NOS 

EIBI delivered 1:1 by 
clinicians. 35-40 hours per 

week for 3 or more years. 

Special 
education 

classes at local 

schools. 

Intellectual functioning Bayley Scales of Infant Development  
Wechsler Preschool and Primary Scale of Intelligence – 

Revised  

Visual-spacial skills  Merrill-Palmer Scale of Mental Tests 
Expressive and receptive language Reynell Developmental Language Scales 

Communication, daily living, and social skills domain 

and composite scores 

Vineland Adaptive Behavior Scales 

Eldevik, 

Eikeseth, 

Jahr, & 
Smith, 

2006 [45] 

Non-

RCT 

n = 13 

Age: 53(9.5) 

Diagnosis: 
Childhood 

autism (ICD-

10) 

Beahvioral intervention 

delivered 1:1 by clinicians. 

Mean 15 hours per week for 
2 years. 

Eclectic 

intervention 

Intellectual functioning Bayley Scales of Infant Development 

Stanford-Binet Intelligence Scale 

Wechsler Preschool and Primary Scale of Intelligence  

Stanford-Binet Intelligence Scale 

Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children-Revised  

Merrill-Palmer Pre-School Performance Test 
Receptive and expressive language Reynell Developmental Language Scale 

Psycho Educational Profile-Revised  

Adaptive behaviour: words, affection, toy play, peer 
play, stereotypical behaviours, severe tantrums, toilet 

training 

Customised questionnaire and scoring system based on 
archival data, parent report, or direct observation 

"Degree of mental retardation" ICD-10 classifications for ‘mental retardation’ 
Eikeseth, 

Smith, 

Jahr, & 
Eldevik, 

2007 [46] 

Non-

RCT 

n = 35 

Age: 4 years; 5 

months (range 
2;0 – 7;4) 

Diagnosis: 

Autism (ICD-
10) 

Applied Behavior Analysis 

delivered by school staff. 

Approximately 23 hours per 
week for 1 year. 

 

Treatment as 

usual 

Communication, daily living, social skill, and motor 

skills composite score 

Vineland-II 

Autism symptoms Childhood Autism Rating Scale  

Zachor, 

Ben-
Itzchak, 

Rabinovich
, & Lahat, 

2007 [47] 

Non-

RCT 

n = 45 

Age: 25.1(3.9)  
Diagnosis: 

Autism (DSM-
IV) 

 

Applied Behavior Analysis 

delivered 1:1 by clinicians. 
Approximately 35 hours per 

week for 12 months.  

Eclectic 

intervention 

Autism symptoms Autism Diagnostic Observation Schedule 

Intellectual functioning 

 

Bayley Scales of Infant Development  

Stanford Binet Intelligence Scale (4th Ed.) 

Reed, 
Osborne, 

& Corness, 

Non-
RCT 

n = 12 
Age: 40 months 

(range 32-47)  

Applied Behavior Analysus 
delivered 1:1 by trained 

tutors. Mean 30.4 hours per 

Special nursery, 
Portage 

program 

Autism symptoms Gilliam Autism Rating Scale 
Imitation, Perception, Fine and Gross Motor Skills, 

Eye-Hand Coordination and Nonverbal and Verbal 

Psycho-Educational Profile 



2007 [48] Diagnosis: ASD 

 
 

week for 24 months.  Conceptual Ability domain and composite scores) 

Intellectual functioning (Verbal Comprehension, 
Early Number Concepts, Picture Matching and 

Naming Vocabulary Sub-tests) 

British Abilities Scale (2nd Ed.) Early Years Battery 

Communication, daily living, social, and motor skills 

domain and composite scores 

Vineland Adaptive Behavior Scales 

Educational achievement  British Abilities Scale (2nd Ed.) Early Years Battery 

Reed, 

Osborne, 
& Corness, 

2007 [49] 

Non-

RCT 

n = 14 

Age: 42.9(14.8) 
Diagnosis: ASD 

(community 

diagnosis)  

‘High intensity’ Applied 

Behavior Analysis delivered 
1:1 by trained tutors. 

Approximately 20-40 hours 

per week for 9-10 months.  

‘low intensity’ 

Applied 
Behavior 

Analysis 

Autism symptoms Gilliam Autism Rating Scale  

Imitation, Perception, Fine and Gross Motor Skills, 

Eye-Hand Coordination and Nonverbal and Verbal 
Conceptual Ability domain and composite scores) 

Psycho-Educational Profile  

Intellectual functioning (Verbal Comprehension, 

Early Number Concepts, Picture Matching and 
Naming Vocabulary Sub-tests) 

British Abilities Scale (2nd Ed.) Ed Early Years Battery 

Communication, daily living, social, and motor skills 
domain and composite scores 

Vineland Adaptive Behavior Scales 

Magiati, 
Charman, 

& Howlin, 

2007 [50] 
 

Prospe
ctive 

follow-

up 
study 

n = 25 
Age: 38(7.2)  

Diagnosis: 

Autism 
(community 

diagnosis) 

EIBI delivered 1:1 by 
clinicians. Mean 32.4 hours 

per week for 24 months.  

 
 

Eclectic 
intervention 

Autism symptoms Autism Diagnostic Interview - Revised 
Intellectual functioning Bayley Scales of Infant Development 

Wechsler Preschool and Primary Scale of Intelligence – 

Revised  
Merrill-Palmer Scale of Mental Tests 

Communication, daily living, social, and motor skills 

domains and composite scores 

Vineland Adaptive Behavior Scales 

Receptive vocabulary British Picture Vocabulary Scale-II 

Expressive vocabulary Expressive One-Word Picture Vocabulary Test-Revised 

Play skills Symbolic Play Test – II 
Test of Pretend Play 

Remington 

et al., 2007 
[51] 

Non-

RCT 

n = 23  

Age: 35.7(4.0)  
Diagnosis: 

Autism, based 

on community 
diagnosis and 

ADI-R. 

Early Intensive Behavioral 

Intervention delivered 1:1 by 

trained tutors and parents. 

Mean 25.6 hours per week 

for 2 years.  

Treatment as 

usual 

Intellectual functioning Stanford Binet Intelligence Scale (4th Ed.)  

Expressive and receptive language Reynell Developmental Language Scales (3rd Ed.)  
Communication, social, and daily living skills domain 

and composite scores 

Vineland Adaptive Behaviour Scales 

Behaviour Nisonger Child Behaviour Rating Form 
Developmental Behaviour Checklist 

Autism symptoms Autism Screening Questionnaire 

Joint attention (initiation and response) Early Social Communication Scales 
Fava et al., 

2011 [52] 

Non-

RCT 

n = 12 

Age: 52(19.5)  

Diagnosis: 
Autism or 

PDD-NOS 

EIBI delivered 1:1 and small 

group across settings by staff 

and parents. Approximately 
26 hours per week for 12 

months.   

Eclectic 

intervention 

Autism symptoms Autism Diagnostic Observation Schedule 

Intellectual functioning Griffith Mental Developmental Scales for ages 2 - 8 

Receptive and expressive language MacArthur Bates – Communicative Development 
Inventories 

Frequency and function of challenging behaviours Customised video-based challenging behaviours assessment  

Communication, daily living, social, and motor skills 
domain and composite scores 

Vineland Adaptive Behavior Scales 
 

Psychopathological comorbidities Child Behaviour Checklist 

Parenting stress Parenting Stress Index – Short Form 

Hayward, 

Eikeseth, 
Gale, & 

Morgan, 

2009 [53] 

Non-

concurr
ent 

multipl

e 
baselin

n = 23 

Age: 35.7(6.2)  
Diagnosis: 

Autism (ICD-

10) 

UCLA Applied Behavior 

Analysis delivered 1:1 by 
clinicians. Approximately 36 

hours per week for 12 

months.  
 

UCLA Applied 

Behavior 

Analysis 

delivered by 

parent-

Intellectual functioning Bayley Scales of Infant Development  

Wechsler Preschool and Primary Scale of Intelligence – 
Revised   

Merrill-Palmer Scale of Mental Tests 

Receptive and expressive language Reynell Developmental Language Scales 
Communication, daily living, social, and motor skills Vineland Adaptive Behavior Scales 



e organised 

clinicians 

domain and composite scores 

'non-vocal imitation', 'receptive instruction', 'vocal 
imitation' & 'expressive labels'  

Session treatment data 

Dawson et 
al., 2010 

[5] 

RCT n = 24 
Age: 23.1(3.9) 

Diagnosis: 21 

ASD, 3 PDD-
NOS (DSM-IV) 

Early Start Denver Model 
delivered 1:1 by trained 

clinicians and parents. Mean 

15.2 clinician hours per week 
for 24 months. 

Treatment as 
usual 

Autism symptoms Autism Diagnostic Observation Scale 
Intellectual functioning Mullen Scales of Early Learning 

Communication, daily living, social skill, and motor 

skills composite score 

Vineland-II 

Parent questionnaire on repetitive behaviours Repetitive Behavior Scale 

Peters-

Scheffer, 
Didden, 

Mulders, & 

Korzilius, 
2010 [54] 

Non-

RCT 

n = 12 

Age: 53.5(5.52) 
Diagnosis: ASD 

(DSM-IV) 

Discrete trial training, 

delivered 1:1 by supervised 
preschool staff. Mean 6.29 

hours per week for 8 months, 

in addition to regular eclectic 
early intervention program. 

Regular eclectic 

early 
intervention 

program. 

Intellectual Functioning Bayley Scales of Infant Development (Dutch version)  

SON 2.5-7 
Communication, daily living, and social skills domain 

and composite scores 

Vineland Adaptive Behavior Scales (Dutch version)  

 

Emotional and behaviour problems Child Behaviour Checklist (Dutch version)  

Communication, social behaviour, and stereotyped 
behaviour 

Scale of Pervasive Developmental Disorder in Mentally 
Retarded Persons (Dutch version) 

Zachor & 
Ben 

Itzchak, 

2010 [55] 

Non-
RCT 

n = 45 
Age: 25.1(3.9)  

Diagnosis: 

Autism (DSM-
IV) 

Applied Behavior Analysis 
delivered 1:1 by therapists 

with certificate in ABA. 

Approximately 20 hours per 
week for 12 months.   

Eclectic 
intervention 

Autism symptoms Autism Diagnostic Observation Schedule 

Communication, daily living, social skill, and motor 
skills  

Vineland Adaptive Behavior Scales 

Visual reception, fine motor, receptive language, and 

expressive language skills 

Mullen Scales of Early Learning 

Eldevik, 

Hastings, 

Jahr., & 
Hughes, 

2012 [56] 

Non-

RCT 

n = 31 

Age: 42.2(9.0)  

Diagnosis: 
Autism or 

PDD-NOS 

(ICD-10) 
 

Early Intensive Behavioral 

Intervention delivered 1:1 by 

school staff trained by 
psychologist. Mean 13.6 

hours of treatment per week 

for 2 years.   

Treatment as 

usual 

Intellectual functioning 

 

Bayley Scales of Infant Development (2nd or 3rd Edition)  

Stanford Binet Intelligence Scales 

Wechsler Preschool and Primary Scale Intelligence-Revised 
Communication, daily living, and social skills 

domains and composite 

Vineland Adaptive Behavior Scales or Vineland-II 

Reed & 

Osborne., 

2012 [57] 

 

Non-

RCT 

n = 14 

Age = 39(6.9)  

Diagnosis: 

Autistic 

disorder or 
PDD-NOS 

(DSM-IV) 

Applied Behaviour Analysis, 

delivered 1:1 by trained 

tutors. Approximately 30 

hours per week for 9 months. 

Special nursery 

Program, 

Portage 

Program, 

Local authority 
approach 

Cognitive development  Psycho-Educational Profile 

Educational achievement  British Abilities Scale (2nd Ed.) Early Years Battery 

Communication, daily living, social skill, and motor 
skills composite score 

Vineland-II  

Rogers et 
al., 2012 

[58] 

RCT n = 49 
Age: 12-24  

Diagnosis: ‘At 

risk for ASD’ 

Early Start Denver Model 
Based parent intervention. 

Parents coached to deliver 

treatment during 12 x 1 hour 
training sessions over 12 

weeks.   

Treatment as 
usual 

Social affect, restricted and repetitive behaviours Autism Diagnostic Observation Schedule 
Intellectual functioning Mullen Scales of Early Learning 

Expressive and receptive vocabulary Macarthur Bates Communicative Development Inventory 

Communication, daily living, social, and motor skills  Vineland-II  

Reitzel et 
al., 2013 

[59] 

RCT n = 8 

Age: 57.9(13.1)  

Diagnosis: 

Autistic 

Disorder 

Functional Behavioural Skills 
Training delivered by a 

teacher, a parent coach and 
child prompters. Weekly 2hr 

group sessions for 4 months. 

Treatment as 
usual 

Communication, daily living, social, and motor skills  Vineland-II 
Severity of problem behaviours Developmental Behaviour Checklist 

Adaptive behaviour (requesting an item or activity, 
hand washing, eating at table, response to name, 

toileting)  

Customised Functional Behaviour Skills Assessment  

ᶱ Age in months (mean/SD) unless otherwise indicated. ᶲ Table presents diagnostic terminology used in each article.  



Figure 1. Summary of dependent variables targeted across the 23 studies.  

 



Figure 2. Assessment tools used to measure treatment outcomes across studies. 

 
Notes: (a) Assessment tools published in multiple versions/editions have been combined to yield 

frequency count, (b) ‘custom’ refers to outcome measures developed for use in the study, rather than 

published assessment tools, (c) ‘other’ refers to assessment tools that were used in fewer than 3 

studies included in the review, (d) standardised tests, including original and revised editions where 

relevant: Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children, Wechsler Preschool and Primary Scale of 

Intelligence, Wechsler Pre-School Scale; Bayley Scales of Infant Development; Reynell 

Developmental Language Scales; Stanford-Binet Intelligence Scale; Autism Diagnostic Observation 

Schedule; Merrill-Palmer Scale of Mental Tests British Abilities Scale; Psycho-Educational Profile; 

Merrill-Palmer Pre-School Performance Test; Mullen Scales of Early Learning. 
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